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M a n is not a machine. As a human being he is an animal. though he differs from other animals in having emotional and spiritual needs. To fulfill these needs -in addition to the basic needs of any animalman behaves in various manners. His behavior is never without a purpose. Everything is done to satisfy a need. When a need presses for satisfaction, the individual takes some kind of action. It is natural that roan will initiate a behavior sequence to satisfy his stronger needs first. When this has been fulfilled, weaker ones now move to the forefront and appear to demand satisfaction. And so the never-ending cycle goes on and on in search of elusive fulfillment of physical and emotional needs, both basic to man's survival.
Man's basic needs in order of their strength have been analyzed, studied and grouped by Dr. Abraham H. Maslow of Brandeis University in Waltham, Massachusetts. He arranged these needs in the order of their importance to the individual, and termed them as "levels" or a "hierarchy." This arrangement (Figure 1) has been termed "Maslow's Theory of Motivation." Briefly, these levels are:
Level With reference to Level 5, distinction should be made between a scientist who performs primarily to obtain recognition (Level 4), and the true self-actualizing person who follows his craft wherever it leads him despite persecution or unpopularity. Examples of the latter type person are William Fulton ("Fulton's Folly"), or the Wright brothers who were considered eccentric while developing their "flying machine."
It is important to note that Dr. Maslow regards this selfactualizing level of development to be improbable unless the needs of Levels 1 through 4 have been relatively satisfied. It takes a "high-type" person who does a good job whether he likes the assignment or not because the end results reflect his individuality.
Not every employee can be a William Fulton, Orville Wright, or an Albert Einstein. We are able to develop concepts from Dr. Maslow's theory to industry which can provide the employees of a company with greater personal satisfaction. This satisfaction will, in turn, result in greater job motivation in either manufacturing or Triangle represents the relative amount of satisfaction a need must receive to stop pressing for action. The lower levels of need require a greater degree of satisfaction before one can move up to the next level.
Anger affects all levels and will cause an individual to drop to and operate at the security level. 
Preconditions
In the process of living, an employee places very high values on certain ideas or beliefs. As a consequence. these "conscious" desires become much the same as needs. The importance of these desires/needs will vary in accordance to which of the five levels they are related. If a threat is made to any of these ideas/beliefs valued by the employee, then he will react in the same manner as if his basic needs (Levels 1 through 5) were threatened. The same reaction will result if the employee is thwarted or frustrated.
It is a basic precept of psychology that frustration will inevitably emerge in some form of hostility or anger. This type of emergency response will cause the frustrated employee to regress to Levels 1 or 2. Therefore, it is apparent that certain conditions must exist before the basic-need satisfactions of an employee can be met. Some of these prerequisites -preconditions -which must be in evidence to satisfy basic needs are:
1. Freedom to Speak. The use of this freedom in terms of tact and judgment rests with the individual. 2. Freedom to Act. As long as no law is broken, or no harm done to another, the individual must have confidence that he can do as he wishes; e.g., "Don't step on me!" 3. Freedom of Expression. The employee needs to express what is on his mind in an honest manner and, most important. without fear of so doing. 4. Freedom to Investigate. This is the freedom to seek information as to what is going on around himcuriosity, discovery, or research. 5. Freedom to Defend. An employee must have the feeling that he can defend himself by the right to appeal to a higher authority. 6. Justice. People expect equal rights, and to receive merited awards with the same sense of equality. 7. Fairness. An employee expects that he will be disciplined or rewarded in an objective and fair manner. 8. Honesty. Every employee needs to feel that he will receive straightforward, reliable consideration from others.
Orderliness.
For effective interpersonal relationships, the employee in a group environment requires a knowledge of the basic rules of conduct to be followed.
Each and all of the above preconditions depend upon how the employee relates and interprets with both his supervision/management and his company. The key point is the interpersonal relationship satisfaction. But danger to any of these preconditions will result in the employee falling back to, or remaining at, the nonproductive level.
Productivity and Emotions
Employees are the most productive when they are operating at Levels 4 and 5; i.e., their physiological. security and social needs are relatively satisfied. But the human being is very much subject to a kind of "cosmic gravity" which will cause him to slip down one or two levels. This slippage occurs when the emotions of anger, resentment, or fear enter the scene. In an interpersonal relationship, they can completely destroy communication, whether it be at home or at work. Supervision/management must be constantly alert to this emotion of anger. Honest anger is that which is expressed in terms of a behavior or act, and is not necessarily a threat. If, however, it is against the person or his dignity in a supervision-employee relationship from either side, the outcome will have serious consequences to the relationship as well as to productivity. The challenge, then, becomes one of recognition that an employee is slipping down a level through some emotional upset. If such a slippage becomes serious -down to Level 2 -then the supervisor/manager will perhaps fail to establish the necessary communication and response for recovery. The true leader is able to enhance his understanding and the "mood" of his employees by his personal relationship with the group and the individuals. This can be maintained in part by the encouragement of two-way communications overlayed with the aforementioned nine preconditions. In so doing, small problems can be kept small -and their solutions easy -before there becomes the barrier of noncommunication and resultant lack of motivation.
Areas of Concern and Practical Applications
As has been stated, the employee's most productive behavior occurs at Levels 4 and 5, both for himself and for the company. At these two levels there is much the supervisor/manager can do to satisfy employee needs for self-esteem and self-actualization. A practical guideline for these desireable levels is as follows:
The employee needs to respect himself as well as receive respect from his immediate superior and peers. The employee needs a feeling of pride in achievement, pride in realizing his job potential. Ways to promote these feelings of adequacy and pride are: 1. Properly explain his job assignment and relationships, and introduce him to his associates properly.
Keep him informed; give him adequate information
about the company at all times. 3. Inform him of pending changes as soon as you can.
Consult with him on them beforehand when possible and practical. 4. Provide good working conditions and reasonable hours. 5. Encourage his developing good interpersonal relations within the company.
